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AMERICAN ALL-MAIL BALLOTING

Uniquely among the nations of the world, local

governments in the United States have conducted approximately

one thousand all-mail ballot elections in eight states in

the past decade. —At least one has been for a contested
2 . /

city council election. All-mail ballot elections are

becoming routine in seven of the eight states. New York is

the exception were only one "experimental" election was

held in Rochester. In round numbers, approximately eighty

elections by all-mail balloting have been held in Kansas,

four hundred in Oregon, three hundred and fifty in California,

forty in Montana, a dozen in Washington, fifteen in Missouri

and six in Nebraska, the most recent state to adopt enabling

legislation.

This paper does not deal with the technical processes

of holding mail-ballot elections. Each state's procedures

varies somewhat from the others governing such matters as

the number of days prior to the election by which the ballots

must be delivered, the time during which ballots are re

ceivable, processes for counting the ballots, necessity for

local ordinances to supplement state authorization, training

for conducting elections including signature verification,

ballot receptions, procedures for recounts, batching and data

entry and similar details of election administration.

It concentrates on the three most important benefits from

an array of advantages including decrease in overall costs

of holding elections; increased voter participation/conven-

All-mail ballot elections are

ience; more accurate signature verification, update of

voter registration rolls, automatic challenge procedure,

quicker unofficial election results, better control over

issuance of correct ballots, reductions in the number of

voided ballots, which results in an increase in the

integrity of elections; more time for voters to consider

issues before casting their ballots; and, an increased

ability for the elderly, infirm, handicapped and those

temporarily unable to participate on a specific date

and time to vote.



In balloting, each registered voter in

a jurisdiction is mailed an official ballot which is returned

by mail to the election officer, counted and certified as

to results. As is often the case in governmental innovation,

California was the first state in which an all-mail ballot election

was conducted. In 1977, Monterey County Flood Control

District used the procedure in an election in which there

were ±45,000 eligible voters. Several other California

special districts soon followed suit, leading to the notion

that all-mail balloting might be useful for small jurisdictions

but that it would "never work" in larger ones. The notion

prevailed until May, 1981, when the City of San Diego

used the system in a referendum election in which ±430,000

registered voters were eligible. In the FEbruary, 1982,

experimental election in Rochester, 91,601 registered

voters were eligible.

The major arguments raised against the procedure

revolve around the "integrity" of the balloting although

critics seem not to recognize the similarity between

a mailed Absentee Ballot and an all-mail ballot election.

At least two State Supreme Courts have ruled favorably

on the legality of such elections and none have ruled

against them. The constitutions of California and Kansas

contain provisions requiring the ballot to be "secret."

"Voting shall be secret." ^^ Peterson challenged the
San Diego election, alleging that the all-mail ballot

violated the California constitution. The California

Supreme Court held that the constitutional requirement

did not preclude voting by mail, concluding that the

secrecy provision "was never intended to preclude reasonable

measures to facilitate and increase exercise of the right to

vote such as absentee and mail ballot voting." In Kansas,

a former Sedgewick County Election Clerk charged that the

mail-ballot violated the secrecy provision of that constit

ution. The Kansas Supreme Court held that "the legislature

weighed the added potential for fraud and loss of secrecy



under mail-ballot elections against the compelling state

interest in increased participation in the election process

and concluded the risk, worth taking." —

Researchers in Oregon probed a similar question —

"undue influence" associated with mail balloting in
5 . /

that state. In a random sample of 1500 registered

voters in seven counties information was gathered on the

possible frequency of undue influence or pressure on an

elector to vote a certain way, observation of another

person's ballot, the frequency of a person other than

the registered voter marking that person's ballot and

the marking of a deceased person's ballot. The study

revealed no instance of undue influence:

The concept of conducting elections
by mail offers a number of important
benefits to our state's election

system chief of which is a significant
increase (emphasis added) in the
integrity of elections. 6./

"Although opponents of the procedure have cited

possible fraud as a major argument [against mail balloting]

there has been no evidence of vote fraud where the procedure

has been used. ^^
"Critics fear that the secrecy of the [all mail]

ballot may be lost, or even worse, that such an uncontrolled

balloting procedure may encourage voter intimidation, bribery

or other unwarranted influence on voters. ... no such

8 /
incidents have yet been reported." ^

The remainder of this paper sets forth major argu

ments in favor of all-mail balloting: voter participation/

convenience; increasing the integrity of elections; purging

of voter registration rolls of voters no longer eligible to

vote in the jurisdiction; reduction in the number of

voided ballots; and considerable savings in the costs of

conducting elections.



VOTER PARTICIPATION/CONVENIENCE

Multomah County, Oregon, Director of Elections,

Vicki K. Ervin compared turnout from each of seventeen

school district elections in 1984 (in-person balloting)

and 1986 (all-mail balloting) elections with the

following results;
Figure 1.

District 1984 1986 Percentage Increase

Centennial School Dist. 11.4 24.4 112%

Corbett S.D. 35.6 64 . 2 80

David Couglas S.D. 13.5 64.2 86

Gresham S.D. 17 . 3 31.6 82

Mt. Hood Comm. Coll. Dist.14.5 30 . 5 110

Orient S.D. 23.5 43.1 83

Parkrose S.D. 15. 1 35.6 135

Reynolds S.D. 11.8 31.5 166

Gresham High S.D. 17 . 8 32 . 4 82

Riverdale S.D. 21.6 43.3 100

Sauvie Island S.D. 24 . 9 51.0 105

Washington County S.D. 4 . 3 21.3 395

Beaverton S.D. 4 . 3 21.3 395

Clackama County S.D. 1.6 21.4 1237

Lake Oswego S.D. 1. 6 21.4 1237

Columbia County S.D. 6.5 40. 3 520

Scappoose S.D. 6.5 40. 3 520

AVERAGES 27.6 36. 3 320

Town

Virginia City
Kevin

Darby
Hamilton

Winnett

Judith Gap
Stevensville

Sunburst

Ryegate
Big Timber
Ronan

St. Ignatius

AVERAGE

Jim Waltermire, Secretary of State of Montana,

examined twenty mail-ballot elections in that state, the

results of which showed similar high percentage increases

of voter participation:

Figure 2.

Percentage of Eligible Voters Voting

94 .1%

90. 2

86.6

81. 3

8 3.2 i
74.4 t

73.5 \
70.0 i
70.0

67.6 j
66. 5 I
48.5 I
73.3



Water Districts

AVERAGE

COMBINED AVERAGE

84 . 6

74 . 6

73.7

62 . 5

55 . 1

52 . 4

49.2

43.5

67.5

70 . 4

Waltermire's analysis in a state which authorizes

mail balloting for all municipalities with populations

between 300 and 1000 for partisan political office and

for nonpartisan office in communities between 1000 and

5000 also examined two simultaneous elections in the towns

of Lavina where an in-person election was held and

Ryegate, sixteen miles away, where balloting was by mail.

There was a participation rate of thirty nine percent
9 /in Lavina and seventy percent in Ryegate. ^

In 1983, Kansas authorized the experimental use

of mail balloting in nonpartisan elections where no

candidate was on the ballot. In the eight all mail

elections which immediately followed the participation

rates ranged from 70.2% to 90.5% (Allen Unified School

District). In the first mail-ballot election in Kansas

in the municipality of Protection, ninety percent of the

eligible voters cast valid ballots. The experiments were

so successful in increasing voter participation that the

state legislature then made mail-balloting a permanent

part of that state's electoral processes. In more than

fifty school district elections in Kansas since 1985,

the percentage of eligible voters who participated

was below seventy percent in just one election when "only"

sixty seven percent of those eligible cast ballots -- a

percentage still above the 1960 Presidential election

the post WWII high when 62.8% of eligible voters cast

ballots.



In Sedgewick County, Kansas, in an mail-ballot

election to decide a one percent sales tax levy in 1975,

County Election Commissioner, Marilyn Chapman, reported

that more than seventy five percent of those eligible

participated, "... more than three times greater than in

any previous sales tax election in the county." The

measure passed.

According to a report from the Office of the County

Auditor in Yakima County, Washington, prepared by Bettie

Ingham, the January, 1985, mail-ballot election in that

county "set a record for voter particiaption. "

In Nebraska, the most recent state to authorize

all-mail balloting (1987) the results are impressive.

In-person Sanitary District elections during the period

1982-86 had an average participation rate of 20.3%.

In the first four mail-ballot elections in 1987, the par

ticipation rates were forty three percent, fifty nine

percent, sixty nine percent and eighty percent.
10 . /

Oregon's experiment with mail-balloting, originally

confined only to ballot measures in 1981, was expanded to

include special district elections in 1984. In a December

19, 1984, Report to the Legislative Assembly of Oregon,

Secretary of State, Norma Paulus, said "After conducting

58 different elections by mail in 12 counties, I feel I

can justifiably declare our 'experiment' has ended. It

was an unqualified success. I believe that Vote-By-Mail

has earned a permanent place in Oregon's election system."

After the nation's first-mail ballot election in

the Monterey Flood Control District, April, 1977, Kenneth

D. Webb, Registrar of Voters, reported to the Board of

Supervisors that 36.7% of the eligible voters returned

valid ballot, more than fifty percent higher than any

previous in-person election in that jurisdiction. An

in-person election had been held just six weeks earlier.

Voting behavior studies would lead one to believe that

participation in the second of two elections so close

together would result in fewer participants. That was not the case.



Figure 3.

Monterey County Flood Control District Election Participatic

Election, March, 1975 20.0%

Election, March, 1977 16.7
Election April, 1977 36.7

In the Rochester, New York, experiment in February,

1982, in an election proposing the creation of a Municipal

Electric Agency to purchase hydro power and contract with

Rochester Gas and Electric for delivery to city customers,

52.7% of the city's 91,601 registered voters returned valid

ballots, well above the thirty eight percent average on

fifty four different issues in general elections in that
12 . /

city in the preceding dozen years.

In the San Diego city election in 1981, 60.8% of

the eligible voters participated, exceeding the participa

tion rate of any preceding special election in that city's

history and all but two of the municipal elections held

in the twenty years preceding the election.

Challengers of mail-balloting generally agree

that voter participation increases dramatically but

counter that such increases occur mainly in small

jurisdictions, special districts and school districts.

This criticism seems oblivious to the fact that special

districts and school districts are the most prevalent

forms of local government in the United States, 29,487.

School districts and special districts comprise well

over half the local government units in the country

(44,228 of 83,166) and they hold more elections than the

rest of America's local governments combined.

Local Governments 83,166

Counties 3,042
Municipalities 19,205
Townships 16,691
School districts 14,741 /
Special districts 29,487. ^



Scholars, researchers and students of electoral

matters in the United States from V.O. Key onward have

long decried U.S. voter participation rates compared to

selected other nations where free elections are conducted.
14 /

"Only the Swiss vote less."

Participation in self-government, even
by the simple act of voting, encourages
citizens to become more informed than
they would be otherwise and, as partici
pants in the process, more likely to comply
with government's choices and actions.

When half of the people drop out, what
effect does this have on the behavior of

democratic government that relies on
elections as the primary means of assuring
that the governors attend to the views of
the governed?

When half don't vote, what does this imply
about the legitimacy of a government that
'derives its just powers from the consent
of the governed?'" 15./

Mail-ballot is a relatively new, but thoroughly

tested, way to achieve higher participation rates and

make voting more convenient to Americans. The matter

needs no further elucidation. Mail-balloting has scarcely

scratched the surface, to date, of its potential for

greater participation rates. Even those who prefer

to vote in person, perhaps for ritualistic or symbolic

value, often find that family business, professional

commitment or temporary illness or "emergencies" prevent

even the most conscientious of them from participating in

elections on a given day at certain times. Mail-balloting

removes all impediments, other than personal choice,

to participate in elections. In sum, neither the author
16 /nor other scholars ^ can find reports from election

officials or studies of mail-balloting that show anything

other than dramatic and significant increases in voter

participation/convenience.



REDUCING THE COSTS OF CONDUCTING ELECTIONS

Election costs are similar to production costs in

an industrial environment. There are certain fixed unit

costs and also a cost per unit. The more units (voters)

processed, the less per unit cost. The total cost of an

election may be measured in different ways, including

cost per eligible voter or cost per valid vote cast.

State laws require materials to be ordered, polling

places established, etc., based on total registration

not anticipated or actual voter turnout. Costs will

decrease per vote cast as participation increases or

the number of valid contrasted with voided ballots

increase.

There are variables that govern the cost such as

the geographic size of the jurisdiction because larger

ones require more voting precincts than the smaller; or

whether the jurisdiction provides return postage envelopes

in mail-balloting or other variables. As the cost varies

directly with the size of the jurisdiction, mail-balloting

offers the potential for greater savings in the larger

jurisdictions. All studies to date show a lower cost

for mail-ballot elections than for inperson ones.

In Oregon, for the same seventeen elections shown

in Figure 1., comparing the inperson 1984 elections with the

1986 mail-ballot election, the costs were $42,669 less,

a savings of over thirty percent. [Ervin].

In the first four elections in Nebraska, the cost

per voter in the Sanitary District elections discussed

earlier, the mail-ballot election costs compared to the

inperson costs were reduced from $351.47 per valid vote

to $288.10 -- a decrease of 17.9%. [Florine].

In the San Diego election with 72,000 registered

eligible voters, mail-balloting compared with the preceding

two inperson municipal elections resulted in savings of

"...$220,000 or 40% less than the cost of a conventional

election which was also $22,000 less than the original

estimate for the mail ballot." [Abdelnour].



Figure 4.

17 /San Diego's Share of Election Costs Comparisons r

Convential Mail Ballot Potential

Election Election Savings

Primary, September, 1983

No Propositions
1 Proposition
2 Propositions
3 Propositions

$210,000

435 , 000

600,000

670,000

$125 ,000
325 ,000

415,000
475 , 000

General Election, November, 1983

No Propositions $350,000 $215,000
1 Proposition 440,000 215,000
2 Propositions 515,000 260,000
3 Propositions 575,000 410,000

$ 85,000 (40%)
110,000 (25%)

185,000 (31%)

195,000 (29%)

$135,000 (39%)

140,000 (32%)

155,000 (30%)
165,000 (29%)

In reporting the cost per eligible voter in the

pioneering Monterey County mail-ballot election with the inperson

preceding two elections in the same jurisdiction, considerable

savings resulted. The cost per eligible voter in the February

2 , 1976 inperson election was 69.64: and $3.47 per person voting.

In the March 8, 1977, inperson election the cost per eligible

voter was 61.14: and per voter voting $3.63. In the mail-ballot

election of April 26 , 1977 , the cost was 49.044: per eligible

voter and $1.33 per voter voting. Mail balloting resulted

in saving of over one hundred and fifty percent, per voter

voting. [Webb].

While some states,such as Kansas require that the

jurisdiction conducting the mail-ballot election pay postage

both ways, comparisons indicate that while it is marginally

more expensive, the practice does not seem to have any

effect on voter participation. [Sims].

In Multnomah County, Oregon, voters were required to

affix their own stamps. It did not reduce participation.

Slightly more than fifty four percent of the registered voters

participated in the September 21, 1982,mail ballot election --

a higher percentage than in the preceding statewise primary

inperson in May of that year. Simlarly, in Linn County,

according to County Clerk Del Riley, the cost of the mail-



ballot election was one-fourth the cost of an inperson

election.

In the Rochester experimental mail-ballot election.

City Clerk Elizabeth Spatola reported to the Monroe County

Election Commissioners that "... the cost of the mail

ballot election was $43,423, less than half the $90,000

cost that an election at the polls would cost -- $1.11

per vote cast." Spatola estimated that "... the city

saved approximately $70,000 on a per valid vote cast

basis. "

INCREASING THE INTEGRITY OF ELECTIONS

It is crucial to the electoral process in a democracy

that free elections be devoid of taint. Mai1-balloting

offers several advantages over inperson balloting that

increase the integrity of elections.

One of the enduring problems of election administra

tion in the United States is the accuracy of voter registra

tion lists. In America's mobile society, the keeping of

accurate registration records is, at best, a difficult,

time and money consuming task. Accuracy seems to vary

directly with the elapsed time between elections. An important

benefit of mail-ballot is that it provides election administra

tors as nearly a foolproof way as can be devised to purge

the registration rolls of non-eligible voters. In mail-balloting

it becomes immensely more difficult for "tombstones" to vote.

To do so runs the risk of adding to violation of election laws,

(a state crime) a federal crime of using the mails to defraud.

Updating registration rolls is enhanced, more accurate

records are established, election administration is improved

and elections are more "honest."

In San Diego, although the Registrar of Voters had

purged the list of eligible voters following the November,

1980, election, nine percent of the voters had either

moved or died by the time of the mail-ballot election just

six months later in May, 1981. Most had moved and had not

registered elsewhere in the county. The City Clerk's



report to the City Council also said "... other anomalies

which would otherwise have gone undetected were brought

to light and were able to be corrected." [Abdelnour].

Experience with mail-balloting indicates that there

are important benefits to the integrity of elections such

as the aforementioned purging of non-eligible voters from

the records, the availability to verify signatures and an

increased control over issuance of correct ballots. If

mail-balloting becomes more prevalent, one can foresee a

time when the biennial purge will become unnecessary.

Elections by mail will fulfill that need more efficiently

and accurately than present systems. "At the present time,

I would say that most local registration lists are about

20 percent inaccurate owing to time lag in purging

movers, deaths, non-voters, etc. And a major chunk of

this inaccuracy are people who have moved out of the

immediate jurisdiction. .. 18./

Voter registration records are automatically

challenged and removed from the active voter registration

list when ballots are not deliverable by the U.S. Postal

Service. Surveys of the percentage of ballots returned as

undeliverable, usually because the addressee is no longer

at the address shown on the voter registration list, indicate

that anywhere from one of nine to one of six voters is

incorrectly carried on the eligible voter list. State laws,

of course, provide that a person must re-register when she/he

changes residence. Mail-balloting procedures provide a simple,

direct process to purge the rolls of ineligible voters.

The verification of an elector's registration is vastly

superior in mail-balloting to the usual polling place system.

The polling place process relies heavily on one poll watcher

or election official to recognize that an elector may be

improperly registered to vote in a particular election. The

use of the postal system provides a clearer and more conclusive

basis for withholding an elector's ballot. The postperson

returns the ballot to the appropriate election official when



the voter no longer resides at the address of record.

At an election by mail, the county
election officer is in a position
to uniformly apply the procedure for
determining whether an individual is
qualified to vote at an election. This
procedure is not uniformly (emphasis added)
followed by poll workers throughtout the
state. In fact, we have discovered instances
in which election board workers have issued . . .
ballots to persons who have never registered
to vote.

An obvious potential for fraud exists when
it is possible for a person to vote at a
polling place using the name of another
elector listed in the pollbook. The challenge
procedure [in inperson voting] is ... virtually
ineffective in urbanized communities where
election board clerks are unlikely to be able
to identify each and every voter within their
precincts. Procedures followed for an election
by mail ... virtually eliminates this type
of fraud. [Paulus].

Estimates of the improvement in the integrity of

elections can be made by comparing the number of void ballots

in mail balloting v. inperson balloting. Examination of

election reports filed by Registrars of Voters, County

Clerks or Secretaries of State in three states, Oregon,

Washington, Kansas, indicates that there are reductions

of five to eight percent in the number of void ballots, which

are, of course, not counted. The variables seem to be the

number of ballots cast, the number of precincts involved in

the election which is, of course, a dependent based on the

geographic size of the jurisdiction in which the election

is held.

Mail balloting eliminates the need for national or

state legislation to control "exit polling." In recent times,

the increase in the sophistication of polling methodologies

makes it possible for electronic and print media to accurately

forecast election results long before preliminary counts are

completed or polling places in different time zones are

closed. Since there are no physical "precincts" in mail

balloting, there can be no exit polls which tend to influence



potential voters who have not yet cast their ballot,

or to discourage them because exit polling has already

predicted the outcome. There are no precincts at which

to conduct exit interviews.

Finally, I leave to other researchers the question

of quantifying the benefits of mail-balloting as they may

concern the perhaps apocryphal stories of "vote my way

and I'll be watching to see that you do," said to be

a fact of political life in some jurisdictions. Suffice

to say, mail-balloting reduces opportunities do determine

how party clubhousers, political machine employees or
19./

those overdrawn at the Favor Bank of the Dalys,

Pendergasts, Plunketts, Haigs or Longs actually voted.

A decade of American experience with mail balloting

has now given us sufficient time and number of elections

from which to draw conclusions concerning their use. While

the principal advantages have been discussed in this

paper, there are numerous others. More states and local

governments should consider mail-balloting to improve

current election practice.



FOOTNOTES

1. California Elections Code Sec. 1340 through 1353
2604, 23509.5, 23511.1 through 23511.4, 23557.5
(1986) and Government Code Sec. 83405.

Kansas Statutes Ann. Sec. 25-341 et. seq.

Missouri Revised Statues Sec. 2471180 (1985) and
Supp. 1986.

Montana Codes Ann. Sec 13-19-01 et. seq. (1985),
Montana Acministrative Rules Sec 44.9.101 et. seq. (1985).

Nebraska Laws 1949 c. 78 Sec. 198; Laws 1971, LB 188
Sec. 3; Laws 1974 LB 757 Sec. 10; Laws 1976 LB 313 Sec.
14; Laws 1977, LB 228 Sec. 2; Laws 1981 LB 37 Sec. 1;
Laws 1982 LB 359 Sec. 1; Laws 1983 LB 433 Sec.71;
Laws 1984 LB 1105 Sec. 1; Laws 1986 LB 483 Sec. 1;
Laws 1987 LB 587 Sec. 1; LB 652 Sec. 4.(LB 587 became
effective April 15, 1987 and LB 652 August 30, 1987).

Oregon Laws Chapter 805, 1981 as amended by Oregon
Laws 1983 Chapter 199; Oregon Laws 1985, Chapter 575
Sec. 254.005 et. seq.

Washington Revenue Code Ann Sec. 29.36.120 et seq.
(1984). (An earlier statute enacted in 1977 provided
for conducting mail balloting in general elections
in precincts with fewer than 100 registered voters
at the option of the county election officer).

2. Over fifty percent of the voters participated in an
election in the municipality of Gresham which saw
Betty Pritchett defeat Robert McDowell and Dennis

Scott defeat Gary Helweg in a contested election for
city council seats.

3. California constitution: Article II, Section 7.

4. California: Peterson v. San Diego, 666 2d 975 (1983).

Kansas: Sawyer v. Chapman, 729 2d 1220 (1986).

5. Mason and Calvin, professors of statistics and sociology
and Shepard, professor of political science at the University
of Oregon prepared an unpublished report for the Survey
Research Center, OSU, in December 1984, "An Estimate
of Undue Influence Associated With the Mail Ballot in

Oregon."
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